




FRUCTIFY 





TRICK TO REMEMBER COORDINATE  
CONJUCTION :-



Hardly / barely / scarcely ----------------------when / before
no  sooner / as soon as ---------------------------than 

Note- When starts with above adverbs-

(Hardly, Scarcely, Barely, No sooner + helping verb +
Subject……..)



EXAMPLES :-

 Hardly  he had  arrived there then  I was called 
back to the head office 100 miles away.

 Scarcely  I had reached the station than  the train 
arrived.

 No sooner did I see the traffic policeman than I 
wore the car seat belt



If/When then (X)

Since/Because Therefore (X)



If you work hard, then you will succeed.

Because they came late therefore they did not 

meet the PM.



Although/Though-------------yet / still or comma( , ) 

यद्यपि प़िर भी



Although the girl by the door is poor but she 

is honest.

Though the beach was crowded we still had a 

lovely day . 

Although my dog is blind , he can still play fetch .   



Doubt (verb/Noun)  

Doubtful (Adjective)

if sentence is Affirmative (use 

conjunction- if/whether)  

if sentence is Negative (use 

conjunction- That)



It is doubtful that  the story is true.

I have no doubt that my friend will help me in cheat

Mr. sharma is much too doubtful that he will come to 

the party  or not. 



Don’t use negative 

word (Not)

use present 

Indefinite tense

Unless(Join 

condition clause)

Until (Join 

Time clause)



(1)Unless the government takes action, 

Corruption will not stop.

(2)- Don’t go anywhere until your father does 

not come.

(3)-Unless you will not submit your documents, you 
will not attend the class.



PRACTICE 
TIME!!!!! 



1.Part 1 is incorrect

2.Part 2 is incorrect

3.Part 3 is incorrect

4.No error

a man in the bus  is neither(1) free or interested in(2) playing 
with  the  students(3).

Answer (2) 

The conjunction neither is always followed by nor.



1.Part 1 is incorrect

2.Part 2 is incorrect

3.Part 3 is incorrect

4.No error

Q.2. No sooner does the manager (1) enter the class(2) 
then the employee stood  up(3).

Answer (3) The conjunction pair of No Sooner is Than.



1. Part 1 is incorrect

2.Part 2 is incorrect

3.Part 3 is incorrect

4.No Error

Q.3. She has a dog(1), a cat(2) who dislike each other(3)

Answer (2) Coordinating conjunction (and) is 

missing.



1.Part 1 is incorrect

2.Part 2 is incorrect

3.Part 3 is incorrect

4.No Error

Q.4. Read to contradict(1) or to believe(2) and not to weigh 
or consider(3)

Answer (1) correlative conjunction (either) is missing.



1.Part 1 is incorrect

2.Part 2 is incorrect

3.Part 3 is incorrect

4.No Error

Q.5. Ram lost not only(1) his wallet(2), but also his 
watch(3).

Answer (4) No error



They had tried to win (1)/ deceptively and this
resulted in (2)/ both failing or destroying others.(3)/
No Error (4)



Scarcely had the banks reached out to women (1)/
to provide financial services for the low (2)/ income
rural masses when the entire banking system
changed.(3)/ No Error (4)



Joseph is not only involved (1)/ in organizing 
seminars and  conferences (2)/ but also in 
conducting adult literacy programs.(3)/  No error (4)




